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AB ST RA CT
Now a day’s highly interlinked urban residents are increasingly dependent on smart phones
and mobile devices to map and manage their daily lives. In modern data sharing society
most of the people demands some extra mechanism to share their resources with the help of
smart phones. This smart phone plays a huge role in it. These smart phones contains lots of
applications to provide service to the user, location based services is including in this case.
But the major question arises, that the sharing data is secure or not? For answering these
everybody depends on the third party service providers. But many of the people do not
want to reveal their location information to third party service provider. In this paper, we
present an android application that give facility to calculate the optimal meeting location
and time to meet without revealing their information to other user or third party vendor.
Advanced Encryption Standard algorithm is used for privacy-preserving of meeting
location data.
© Copy Right, Research Alert, 2016, Academic Journals. All rights reserved.

INTRODUCTION
The fast abundance of mobile phone technology in
metropolitan communities has enabled mobile users to make
use of situation based services on their devices. Service
providers get benefit of this active and ever-growing
technology landscape by proposing novel context-dependent
services for mobile users. Location based Services (LBS), for
instance, are employed by several mobile subscribers each
day to get location-specific information. Location- based
services (LBS),presented by such providers and used by all
mobile user each day, have verified to be very effectual in this
perspective[1]. Location check-in and its sharing are two
trendy applications.
By monitoring into a place, subscriber shares their current
location with their families or friends, and to those who do it
regularly may also get particular deals, provided by the
nearby businesses, as incentives for sharing their locations[2].
For instance, newly launched service by which users who
want to check-in can come across on-the-spot discounts and
deals. On the basis of the services provided by on locationsharing which is existing, almost 20-30% of mobile users are
undoubtedly becoming popular. For instance, recently
declared application that exploits location data from various
users is a taxi-sharing application, offered by a global telecom
company [3].In order to share a taxi, users have to disclose
their departure and destination points to the server.
Determining an appropriate location for a set of users is a
pertinent concern.[4] Several existing supplier offers various
of these services either using online web applications or with
the help of separate applications for mobile devices. This
features is desirable as well as it optimize for trade-off
between ease and cost for the occupied parties [5], [6].

However, there are rising problem about how private data is
used and work is performed on it by these providers. A study
on privacy in location sharing- based services (LSBS) is made
where with 25 participants (college students and non scientific
personnel), and according to the results 80% of them consider
it is significant to guard their location privacy from nonpermitted users. Comparable results have been obtained in a
study on location-based services (LBS) [1]. Without efficient
safety, inadequate location information has been shown to
offer steady details about a user's personal sphere, which has
harsh effect on the user’s public, private and economic
existence. For example, a web service has revealed how
thieves may mistreat users' location updates (from a wellknown online social network) to rob their house while they
are not at home [7].
In the taxi-sharing application, if the server is not fully trusted
by all users, exposing sensitive locations (such as users
home/work addresses) could be attacked by some thirdparties. Thus, the revelation of location data to potentially
untrusted third-parties and peers must be limited in any
location-sharing-based service. In this paper, the privacy
issues in LSBS has been addressed by studying one practical
and related instance of such a basic state, which is the
calculation of a fair rendezvous point (FRVP) in a privacypreserving way, given a set of user-provided locations. This is
a new and potentially important problem for LSBS
applications, which holds the essence of the computations that
are generally necessary in any LSBS, and mitigates their
inherent and important privacy issues. We also present an
accurate and absolute investigation of the privacy features of
our proposal and explain that algorithms do not give any
probabilistic advantage to a passive contestant in properly
calculating the preferred location of any member.
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Related Work
Igor Bilogrevic, Murtuza Jadliwala[1] planned privacypreserving algorithms for calculating an optimal meeting
location for a group of users. They execute a through privacy
assessment by formally measuring privacy-loss of the planned
methods. They address the privacy concern in LSBSs by
focusing on a specific problem called Fair Rendez-Vous Point
(FRVP) problem. Given a location preferences for set of
users, the FRVP problem is help to find out a location among
the proposed ones such that the largest distance among this
location and all remaining users’ locations is reduced [1].
LinkeGuo, Chi Zhang proposes a privacy-preserving
revocable substance sharing system in geosocial networks.
Proposed scheme helps mobile users to share their encrypted
location-based contents on an untrusted server without
exposing original detail of location, and enables other users of
mobile device who actually verify at the meticulous location
to find and decrypt the matter if they have the corresponding
attributes [8].
Pidcock proposes to disassociate user identity information
from user location information in our privacy-friendly
location hub. No person should be familiar with both a user’s
identity and user’s location. The groundwork of location hub,
ZeroSquare, is two noncolluding entities, one that supplies
information about users and another that supplies information
about locations. ZeroSquare also provides a callback
framework to bear scenarios where a user wants to be notified
when a condition is met. However, by having only users (but
not locations) become first-class citizens in the architecture,
the applicability of these architectures to geosocial
applications remains partial because accumulating or
recovering information about locations is hard [9].
Guha proposed a privacy-preserving system. The main aim of
system is that rather than sharing the location it allows user to
set location triggered alarms based on presence at specific
location [10].
Berger proposed a skilled meeting-location algorithm that
considers the time in-between two successive meetings.
However, all data about users is public [11].
Santos and Vaughn [12] present a survey of existing literature
on meeting-location algorithms and propose a more
comprehensive solution for such a problem. Although
considering aspects such as user preferences and constraints,
their work (or the surveyed papers) does not address any
security or privacy issues.
Frikken and Atallah [13] propose SMC protocols for securely
computing the distance between a point and a line segment,
the distance between two moving points and the distance
between two line segments.

solution. We provide our contributions are as follows. First,
we describe the results of our focused user-study on locationsharing and privacy in mobile devices. Secondly, motivated
by the results of this study and the need for privacy in LSBSs,
we propose and study practical solutions to the FRVP
problem, which do not reveal any extra information to third
parties or further peers. The proposed solutions are
autonomous of any fundamental service or network provider,
and can be included in existing location-sharing-based
services. Third, we calculate the strength and flexibility of our
schemes to both passive and active attacks through a privacy
investigation of the proposed result. Fourth, by implementing
our proposed algorithms on a test bed of real mobile devices,
we illustrate that their performance in computing the
rendezvous point is satisfactory, and that users do not incur in
vital bonus transparency due to the inherent privacy features.
ANDROID
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Fig 1 Block Diagram of Proposed System

Proposed system working
The main goal is to spot the location of the member and to
arrange meeting, which provides all the members in the
group. The location of the members is tracked using the GPS
in mobile phones and it gets stored in the storage. Based on
the current or preferred location of the members common
place is known using the Google maps and ADA is used to
calculate central location. That exact meeting location and
address will be sending to the corresponding member’s mailid in encrypted form.
Working modules in android
Android application doing all input operation and give facility
for getting location of meeting. Below are the stages of
Android application. Facilities in android application like
registration, create group, arrange meeting, and view optimal
location.
Stage 1: Registration and login
User can register them using their mobile from the application
and can login with their credentials. User can register them
using following details as follows:







Proposed System Architecture
In addition to the study, we also calculate the practical
usefulness and performance of the proposed algorithms by
means of implementation on Android mobile devices. We
also deal with the multi-preference case, where each user may
have more than one preferred location preferences. We
underline the major differences, in terms of privacy and
performance, with the single preference case, and also give
trial results for the multiple-preference execution. Finally,
throughout the user study, we provide usability of proposed

SERVER

REGISTRATION

Name
Username
Password
Email id
Address
Mobile number

With the use of username and password of registered user
login can be done.
UI design and layout
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Android device are programmed in Java. Layouts are use for
organization. The graphical layout can be decked with Text
field, button, scrollbar, etc. The designing of interface for user
can be done in HTML and decorated in CSS for good
performance.
Stage 2: Authentication
Registered id will be taken for login, and password
verification will also be done during login. When user going
to register himself he will get error message, if he type wrong
email id, username and password. At the time of login if user
tries to write wrong username or password, then he will get
wrong username and password popup.

Stage 1: Authentication
In server side, if the credentials match, the process is
completed and the user is granted authorization for access.
Credentials like username and password. User inserts his
username or password then server checks the details in
database and gives message to the user either “Wrong
Username or Password” or “Login successfully”.
Sending data from mobile phone
Data received on application like username, password,
latitude, longitude can be sent to the server. All parameters
are encoded and send to the server using android application
Receiving data from mobile phone

Stage 3: Create group
Every user can search other users using their username and
can add them in their list of group zone. Group zone are set
of friend list created by each user. After login, any user will
take initiative to create group of users. Those users can be
select in a group who want to attend the meeting.
Selecting the Users and Getting the Common Places
The admin will select users for group creation. Again admin
will select that group of users from database and their current
or preferred location can be tracked. The optimal meeting
location place can be calculated and shows on Google Map.

The server receives all the parameters from the mobile phones
and then connects to a database and executes a series of
queries to save all the parameters in their individual tables.
Stage 2: Optimal meeting location Calculation
Based on the preferred location selected by the user,
application will calculate the optimum location of meeting
considering the location of each attendee. Application will
calculate the shortest path for every individual and a suitable
location will be termed as a meeting location.
Aggregate Distance Analysis (ADA)

Stage 4: Preferred location selection

1.

The user will be given option to select preferred location 6
hours earlier to meeting time, If not selected will be removed
from group. Those user who can be in group need to select
one location from given list. This location can be given to
admin. From preferred or current location of member optimal
venue can be calculated.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Getting position from GPS receiver
With the help of Android Location Package and Google Map
library classes, map and location based abilities can be used in
application.

9.
10.

Stage 5: Meeting Selection
11.

User can select the number of users from their group list with
time and can proceed to meet them. Selected users are those
who wants to attend the meeting and hence the selection
should be done carefully else it may leak out the meeting
location

12.
13.
14.

View Pending Meetings List
15.
16.
17.

In this section application will display details of pending
meetings and give option to select preferred location for
meeting.
Stage 6: View Optimal Location
Finally in application user shows the decrypted optimal
meeting location in Google map. This location is the final
meeting location of group.
Working Modules in server
In server side all operation on user data, user authentication
will be done.

Identify selected users and their corresponding
locations
Identify closest co-ordinate to all selected locations
Identify latitude and longitude of each user location
for each location
closest_location_latitude += latitude
closest_location_longitude += longitude
end for
closest_location_latitude = closest_location_latitude /
no of users
closest_location_longitude =
closest_location_longitude / no of users
Identify list of locations tracked for meeting and their
coordinates as locations
initialize min_distance = location_distance of first
location with closest_location
for location[i] in locations
if min_distance > location[i] distance with
closest_location then
min_distance = location[i] distance with
closest_location
end if
end for
Select location with min_distance and display to user

We have to identify selected users and their corresponding
locations. So, we find out closest co-ordinate to all selected
locations and also Identify latitude and longitude of each user
location for each location. We assign closest location latitude
and longitude .the optimal location latitude assign to optimal
location latitude divided by no. of users and optimal location
longitude assign to optimal location longitude divided by no.
of users. Then identify list of nearby locations from calculated
optimal location and their coordinates as locations. We
initialize min distance assign to location distance of first
location with optimal location. If min distance is greater than
location distance with optimal location then min distance is
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equal to location distance with optimal location.
cation. Then Select
location with min distance and display to user.

Stage
ge 4: Privacy using encryption
The location data is encrypted and then passed on to each
individual concern with the meeting. Also the decryption key
of the data is mailed to each individual so that they can use
the key to decrypt the data and get the loc
location of meeting.
With help of the key, privacy of the data is been stored and
the location can be accessed by people who are related with
meeting.
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) Steps:
1.
Encryption of calculated location using key and
cipher
2.
Generate secret key
3.
Output stored in database
4.
Using secret key user will get location
5.
Final optimal location

Fig 2 Proposed System Process Diagram

Fig shows the working process of proposed system. This
process comprises of multiple stages of execution. As per
shown consider a condition of the existence of the five users
in group planning to meet in centrally preferred location then
one user from all will become admin and after which all user
will share their location with admin and the admin then
executes the entire process. After execution system will
calculate the central location by calculating the centroid of the
polygon generated by the user’s connection. Once system get
the central location it will ask user about his preferred
location and after this using Google mappingg API system will
find out the nearest location selected by the user and once it is
found system will inform all the remaining user about final
meeting location. If user wants he can view the travelling path
to the location.
Mathematical Model
System S= {Optimal Meeting Location Application}
System S= {S1, I, D, O}
S1 = {User, Location}
L1={Closest Location latitude}
L2={Closest Location longitude}
OL={OL1,OL2}
OL1={Optimal Location latitude}
OL2={Optimal Location longitude}
I = {Coordinates}
D = function
O = output
1. D1=Identify(latitude, longitude)
2. Location= for each
L1={Closest Location latitude}
L2={Closest Location longitude}
3. OL1=OL1/no. of users
4. OL2=OL2/no. of users
5. D2=Identify(list of locations)
6. D3=min(distance of first location, OL)
7. Location=Location[i]
8. D4=min(distance) > Location[i]
9. D5=min(distance) = Location[i]
10. D6=Select(Location_min(distance))
11. O=Display(Location_min(distance)

L= Optimal Meeting Location
C= Cipher
K= Key
SK= Secret Key
=Encrypted Optimal Meeting Location
Step 1: Calculated optimal meeting Location can be encrypted
using key and cipher. In encryption scheme location data
(plain text) can be converted to cipher text and generate secret
key.
= L || K || C
Step 2: Generated secret key and encrypted location then send
to user by mail.
Mail Data= || SK
Step 3: Server performs an action of storing encrypted data
into the database as well.
Database= || Group
Step 4: With the help of secret key (i.e. sent on email) user
can decrypt their location for meeting.
= SK ||
Step 5: After decryption user
ser will get accurate as it is location
data on Google map.
=L
Sending the Meeting Location via Mail
The scheduled meeting contain meeting name, venue, time,
date, will be send to registered email id
id.
Location plotting on Google Maps
The webpage contain inbuilt Google Maps using Google
JavaScript API V3.API key can be used for loading of Maps
API using Maps API application. All maps API applications
should load the Maps API using an API key. The key is
embedded in Google maps. Latitude and longit
longitude
coordinates are received and are plotted.
Working Modules in Database

Stage 3: Store secure Location
After the calculation of optimal meeting location, location
data can be store in location database in encrypted form with
the help of AES mechanism. Store location data are ready to
send on user application. All data can be sending to user in
encrypted form. In server side, server sends data to respective
user id to store.

All data related to user like name, username, password,
location data and final optimal location in encrypted form can
be stored. Mysql will be use for performing action on
database.
e. Two database will be create as follows: (1) User
Details (2) Location Details
Stage 1: User Details
In this database, users all credentials have been stored and
connected to the android application for getting input data
with the help of server. In server,
rver, authentication will be check
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whether the input entry is belonging to that user details or not.
In practical point of view below steps has been performed by
application and stored that data.
Step 1: Registration details of user stored into database.
Step 2: Username and password stored to their respective
user.
Step 3: Created group entry with its name, time and date

RESULTS

Stage 2: Location Details
Meaning of this database is self-explanatory, means database
contain all location details. This database contain following
details:



Users current or preferred location
Optimal meeting location in encrypted form

Performance Evaluation
Computation Delay on Android Device
As it can be seen, ADA and AES algorithm is the most
proficient for the distance computations, require only 1
second for 2 users. In general, we can see that the ADA and
AES algorithm has a better performance for computing
optimal meeting location. Moreover, the ADA and AES based
system is the most capable across all computation, require
only 4 seconds executing the protocol with 10 participants.
For getting computation delay of system we are plotting graph
with estimated time for computation against number of users.

Time[Sec]

proposed system has better performance than existing system
for processing time. Proposed system is preferred over
existing system for large number of users in group. For 7
users in group Elgamal-paillier required 13 sec for calculating
optimal location in our proposed system it required only
approx 2.3 sec. It clearly shows that proposed system has
great performance.

4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

We used personal system consisting i5 processor with 2.4
GHz 3GB RAM. The storage of HD is 500GB. Hence are the
hardware specifications and the operating system we used was
Win7. The editor we used was IDE-Eclipse. Version of JAVA
was JDK 1.6.0. The database for synchronization was
MYSQL. Specifications mentioned are the minimum
individuals; maximum are suggested for better issues
avoidance.
The corresponding figure shows the overall working
environment for all of the following modules. Hence the
design shows starting from the user registration and login,
create group, arrange meeting and final optimal location on
Google map, thus by scheduling the accordance meeting and
notifying the selected users.

ADA and AES

2

3

5

7

10

No. Of Users

Fig 3 Computation Delay on Android Device

Comparison of Proposed and Existing System
Fig below shows comparison between existing and proposed
system. In existing system Elgamal-paillier algorithm can be
used for computing optimal location.

Fig 5 User Login

14
TIME [Sec]

12
10
8
6

ADA and AES

4
ELG_PAL

2
0
2

3

5

7

No. Of Users

Fig 4 Comparison of Existing and Proposed System

In proposed system Aggregate distance analysis (ADA) and
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) can be used for getting
accurate optimal location. Below graph clearly shows that
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Fig 6 Application GUI
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3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Fig 7 Optimal location on Google map

9.

CONCLUSION
The Privacy Issue in optimal meeting location calculation is
addressed genuinely. The security and privacy procedures are
handled by well-known cryptographic theory like AES. This
system experimentally demonstrates that the solutions
preserve user preference privacy and have satisfactory
performance in a real implementation. Moreover, the
proposed approach is extended by algorithms to contain cases
where users have several prefered locations. Finally, based on
an extensive user study, this approach showed that the
proposed privacy features are crucial for the adoption of any
location sharing or location-based applications.
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